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About This Game
ATV Simulator VR is the ultimate ATV driving experience for HTC Vive and Oculus Rift. Operate your own ATV with simple
controls in a free-range forest map with jumps, turns and exploration opportunities. Have a casual drive, go for jump after
jump, or enjoy the pleasant scenery.
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Title: ATV Simulator VR
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Robert Cardona
Publisher:
Robert Cardona
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2018
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Do not waste your time. This game is WORSE than terrible. First of all.....thats some deceptive crap in the video making it look
like you have hold of the handlebars, because you DON'T. Its touchpad controls.....and poor one at that. Oh....and this 'ATV' is
SLOW.....and I mean boringly slow. The audio is pathetic, fake, does not match the atv. Seriously....the original Excitebike had
better audio. The trees........how can you have square trunks on trees in 2018? this dev is clearly lazy not bothering to find or
create a tree file that looks real.
*
So, in summary....if you want to awkwardly move around at a slow pace and look at square trees while a headache inducing fake
motor sound replays over and over in your ears.....then this game might be for you. Otherwise.....don't waste your disk space.
*
GenX gamer....signing out..... Do not waste your time. This game is WORSE than terrible. First of all.....thats some deceptive
crap in the video making it look like you have hold of the handlebars, because you DON'T. Its touchpad controls.....and poor
one at that. Oh....and this 'ATV' is SLOW.....and I mean boringly slow. The audio is pathetic, fake, does not match the atv.
Seriously....the original Excitebike had better audio. The trees........how can you have square trunks on trees in 2018? this dev is
clearly lazy not bothering to find or create a tree file that looks real.
*
So, in summary....if you want to awkwardly move around at a slow pace and look at square trees while a headache inducing fake
motor sound replays over and over in your ears.....then this game might be for you. Otherwise.....don't waste your disk space.
*
GenX gamer....signing out....
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